
Who were the terrorists?

Security officials said 10 heavily armed terrorists landed on the south Mumbai coast in

inflatable dinghies last Wednesday night. "I can say with confidence that 10 terrorists

had come in," Mumbai police commissioner Hasan Gafoor said after the funeral of one

of his top officers killed in the carnage. "We killed nine of them and one has been

captured alive."

Yesterday Indian police and security officials also seemed certain that the gunmen were

from Pakistan . But they are not certain about the organisation to which the gunmen

were affiliated.

Joint police commissioner Rakesh Maria told the Times of India website that the

gunmen were "all highly trained terrorists, but it would be difficult to say which terror

group they belonged to".
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Reports quoting unidentified Indian security officials have maintained that the gunmen

belonged to the Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), a terrorist organisation based in Muridke near

Lahore in Pakistan.

"The LeT would be the prime suspect since there have been indications for quite some

time that this group has been planning to send terrorists to India via the sea route, as

infiltration overland has become increasingly difficult," said B Raman, a former official

of the external intelligence agency Research and Analysis Wing (RAW).

Two LeT militants arrested in Indian-administered Kashmir last year revealed they

sailed to Mumbai from Pakistan in March 2007 along with six others. TV news channels

in India were last night reporting that a GPS device found in the fishing trawler Kuber,

found drifting off the coast of Mumbai with a corpse on board, showed a route map from

Karachi to Mumbai.

Ajmal Mohammed Amir Kasab, 21, the sole gunman in police custody, told interrogators

that he was from Pakistani Punjab, according to an Indian TV news channel.

Why did they do it?

A business executive who survived a massacre at the Hotel Trident told the Times of

India that after the two gunmen had lined up 17 hostages against a wall, a woman in the

group demanded to know why they were being executed. "What did you do in the train

in Godhra?" the terrorist allegedly replied - a reference to the massacre of Muslims in

Gujarat in 2002.

Militant groups, especially the LeT, have been pumping out propaganda about the

persecution of the Muslim minority, seeking to radicalise a young people in Pakistan.

"Unlike other Pakistan-based terror outfits, the LeT is 100% focused on India," Raman

said. "But the group is also a member of the al-Qaida International Islamic Front for
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Jihad against Crusaders and Jewish People, and has been active in Kashmir since 1993."

Raman said the LeT's political mentor, Hafeez Mohammed Saeed, "has spoken of

'defending' India's Muslims and 'liberating' three Indian regions: Kashmir, Hyderabad

state and Junagadh, a former Muslim-ruled fiefdom in Gujarat."

Though people from various religions - including Muslims - were killed in the attack, the

Times of India reported that one Muslim couple from Turkey were spared after they

identified their religion.

How was it planned?

There seems little doubt that the attacks were planned meticulously over months. The

contents of a rucksack recovered from a dead terrorist - $1,200 plus £800 in rupees,

eight hand grenades, 400 rounds of ammunition and a bag of dried fruit and almonds -

suggest that the attackers were well prepared and intent on fighting for as long as their

bullets and strength lasted.

Very little has been said officially.

Kasab is reported in the India media to have told his interrogators that he had been

instructed in marine warfare at a remote mountain training camp in Muzaffarabad in

Pakistani Kashmir. He was allegedly part of a group of 40 militants who had received

commando training, which included amphibious exercises on the 125 square mile

(32,000ha) Mangla Dam reservoir.

The men reportedly then travelled to Rawalpindi where they met up with another group.

According to the media accounts, Kasab said that after detailed briefings about the

layout of their targets and surrounding streets, 10 of them went to Karachi, and then, by

sea, to Mumbai.
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Kasab also apparently said that he and eight others had visited Mumbai a few months

before the attacks.

Posing as students, they rented a room in the Colaba market area in which they

stockpiled supplies for the attack. The chief architect is thought to have arrived in the

city four weeks ago to gather intelligence.

There were also reports that some of the gunmen had taken jobs in the hotels they later

attacked, while others had checked in as guests few days earlier and used their rooms as

makeshift armouries.

Who helped the terrorists?

Indian fingers have already begun to point to Pakistan. Kasab is understood to have told

the Indian authorities that the camps where he and his fellow gunmen trained were run

by the LeT.

Reports from India suggest that phones found on the trawler suspected of bringing the

attackers to Mumbai had been used to contact Pakistan. Times Now channel reported

that the satellite phone showed calls made to Karachi, to a known LeT commander in

Lahore, and to Zakir-ur-Rahman, who was reported as LeT's chief of training, in

Jalalabad, Afghanistan.

India's minister of state for home affairs, Sri Prakash Jaiswal, has said: "The

investigation carried out so far has revealed the hand of Pakistan-based groups in the

Mumbai attack." The country's deputy home minister, Shakeel Ahmad, told the BBC it

was "very clearly established" that all the terrorists were from Pakistan.

Pakistan has condemned the attacks and denied any involvement by state agencies.

Though some British papers reported that there was a British connection, that has not
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been established.

Were the attacks preventable?

According to reports in the Indian media yesterday, India had advance knowledge of a

likely sea-borne strike on Mumbai on the night of November 26. The Times Now TV

news reported that the RAW intercepted a call between India and Lahore on November

19 which indicated that a sea-borne terrorist strike was being planned.

"While November 26 was not mentioned as a precise date, another date before the date

of the attack was specified," the Sunday Express reported. "[The agency] also said the

terrorists would probably come by an Indian fishing trawler."

This information was sent to the Indian navy, coast guard and Maharashtra

government. "However, somewhere through the entire process, the seriousness and

authenticity of the input were interpreted differently by different agencies. State

agencies now claim that such alerts had become a regular features in recent months."
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